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(Chorus)(2xs)
Riding with the top back (yea we chillin)
Cruising with my baby (yea we chillin)
Let the speaking bump with the bass booming in the
back
ThatÂ’s the power of love (yea we can do that)

(Verse 1)(Rap)
Yea, yea, yea, yea, yea we chillingÂ’
ChillinÂ’ like villain something something like a villain
Nothing in this world could change the way IÂ’m
feelinÂ’
Nothing, nothing in this world right that could kill it
I donÂ’t need nobody else as but you
ItÂ’s something special between us; I know you feel it
too
And itÂ’s something like magic, that something yea we
have it
While everybody else is tryna grab it (laughs)
And our love is beyond what the people say
People always spreading rumors every single day
But what can I say, haters gonna hater
And we goin keep on doing our thang
& just like the sun we goin keep on shinning
And Everyday like I hustler, we keep on grinding
What we have is special babe, no I wouldnÂ’t give,
offer, ruin, break, sell
Or even trade

(Chorus)(2xs)
Riding with the top back (yea we chillin)
Cruising with my baby (yea we chillin)
Let the speaking bump with the bass booming in the
back
ThatÂ’s the power of love (yea we can do that)

(Verse 2)
Hey what can I say baby
You earned my heart and you got me going crazy
And itÂ’s not just the things you do
That made me fall in love with you
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I like the way you look at me and smile, 
I get lost in your hazel eyes
I like the way we talk like weÂ’re best friends
(And your) the only one that understand me, 
(And I) appreciate what you do for me
(Cause you) do things that no one else has done, 
And IÂ’ll always love you for that, baby youÂ’re the one
What they donÂ’t see is what we do
Nothing else matters but me and you
Come on baby take my hand
And never let go

(Chorus)(2xs)

(Bridge)
ItÂ’s nothing like the summer time
Top back, cruising down the road, we ride
(Yea we can do, yea yea we can do that)
Holding hands while you drive
You look at me and we smile
(Yea we can do, yea yea we can do that)

(Outro)
Let the speakers bump with the bass booming in the
back
ThatÂ’s the power of love yea we can do that!
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